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The Top Ten Reasons to Switch From DE to Fiber Clear®

15. Fiber Clear® is Safe To Use & Non-Toxic (A Pure Cellulose Fiber)

14. Fiber Clear® Filters Better- Down To 2 Microns ( v. 5 Micron DE )

13. Fiber Clear® Backwashes Out Of The Filter 99%+ ( v. 80% )

12. Fiber Clear® Is Biodegradable & Environmentally Friendly

11. Fiber Clear® Filters Out Algae Spores ( About 4 Microns In Size )

10. Fiber Clear® Is A Natural Clarifier – To Two Microns


7. Fiber Clear® Uses 1/8 As Much Product As DE, per charge


5. Fiber Clear® Consumes Less Space In Your Service Vehicle

4. Fiber Clear® Costs About The Same As DE Per Application

3. Fiber Clear® Needs NO DE Filter Cleaner$

2. Fiber Clear® Needs NO Clarifier$ – $ave Time & Money

1. Fiber Clear® - Over 18 Years In The Field...Works When Others